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NATIONAL NEWS
Stanford to Lead Creation of ELL Standards for 'Common Core'
Education Week
By: Mary Ann Zehr
July 12, 2011
http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/learning-the-language/2011/07/stanford_to_lead_creation_of_e.html

Stanford University has received a grant of $1 million from the Carnegie Corporation of New York to create English-language-
proficiency standards for the states' common-core academic standards.

Kenji Hakuta, an education professor at Stanford and a long-time expert on ELLs, and Maria Santos, the former director of
programs for ELLs for the New York City school system, are co-chairs of the national effort to write standards for English-
language learners to parallel the language arts and mathematics standards of the common core, as well as the next generation
of science standards that are expected to be developed.

By funding the effort, the Carnegie Corporation fills a gaping hole in the process of implementing the common-core standards for
ELLs. The U.S. Department of Education earlier this year launched a grant competition for English-language-proficiency tests to
be developed for the common-core standards, but the $10.7 million provided for that competition doesn't pay for the development
of English-language-proficiency standards, which typically come first. The winner or winners of the assessment-grant
competition are expected to be announced in August.

The gap created "a moment in time" for the Carnegie Corp. to back the writing of standards for ELLs, said Andrés Henríquez, a
program officer in the national program at the Carnegie Corp. "If we don't do it in this time frame, we lose this opportunity," he
said.

"The effort is to think about the content areas in the common core that offer strategically fertile areas around which language
instruction can take place," Hakuta explained to me. The standards will elaborate on what ELLs should know and be able to do
in the content areas at different English-proficiency levels, he said.

Organizations that are represented on the steering committee for the project are the Council of Chief State School Officers, the
Council of the Great City Schools, and the National Council of La Raza.

Other than Hakuta and Santos, six people are part of the core group responsible for carrying out the project. They are Susan
Pimental, the lead writer for the common-core language-arts standards; Phil Daro, the lead writer for the common-core math
standards; Helen Quinn, the chair of the effort to create a framework for K-12 science standards; Okhee Lee, an expert on ELLs
and science at the University of Miami; and Judit Moschkovich, an expert on ELLs and math, and George Bunch, an expert on
ELLs and social studies, both from the University of California, Santa Cruz.



The grant, which lasts for two years, is called "Building on Common-Core Standards to Improve Learning for English-language
Learners." (By way of disclosure, the Carnegie Corporation also underwrites coverage of leadership, human-capital development,
expanded and extended learning time, and arts learning in Education Week.)
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States Continue Push to Toughen Teacher Policies
Education Week
By: Liana Heitin
July 12, 2011
HTTP://WWW.EDWEEK.ORG/EW/ARTICLES/2011/07/13/36TEACHER.H30.HTML?
TKN=RULFBOFAOFWLN%2BMLVTCLGHPZH2UZRMTOVTAU&CMP=CLP-EDWEEK

Changes afoot for evaluation, tenure, and collective bargaining
As the majority of legislative sessions around the country come to a close, many states will finish the season having pushed
through policy changes that are likely to have a notable impact on teachers.
Building on the momentum from the previous two years, in which lawmakers began aggressively pursuing teacher-related
reforms, about a dozen states passed laws since January that curb or otherwise modify teacher tenure, teacher evaluations,
last-in-first-out policies, and collective bargaining. And several more states are on the verge of passing similar laws as they wrap
up their legislative sessions.
Jennifer Dounay Zinth, a senior policy analyst at the Denver-based Education Commission of the States, which has been
tracking the legislation closely, said the protracted interest in revamping the teaching profession amounts to a “sea change.”
“It’s hard to get your arms around—not just the number of bills being enacted but the breadth and depth of changes being
made,” she said. “If somebody had asked me in 2010 if I thought states would be doing away with teacher tenure or the
Wisconsin union battle [would have happened], I wouldn’t have listed either as something I expected down the pipeline” in 2011.
During this session, Florida, Nevada, Ohio, and Utah ended the practice of automatically laying off the newest teachers when
reductions in force are necessary (so-called last-in-first-out policies). And Ms. Zinth noted that there have been 11 policy
changes so far this year that affect union operations, including new restrictions on collective bargaining in seven states.
Idaho made some of the most sweeping changes to teacher-related policies, limiting collective bargaining to compensation and
benefits, phasing out tenure, tying teacher evaluations to student-achievement data, and ending the last-in-first-out policy. Sandi
Jacobs, the vice president of the National Council on Teacher Quality, a Washington-based research and advocacy group, said
the fact that the policy changes were enacted wasn’t “particularly surprising” because Idaho’s education commissioner, Tom
Luna, had made his intention to tackle teacher issues clear for some time. “But I think the sheer volume is a surprise,” she
added.

Snowball Effect
Legislators began eying teacher quality for a variety of reasons. Many experts agree that a primary motivator was “The Widget
Effect,” a 2009 report by the New York City-based New Teacher Project, which trains teachers, that highlighted schools’ failure
to distinguish between effective and ineffective teachers.
There have also been “consistent indicators showing that student-achievement levels put our global competitiveness at risk,” Ms.
Jacobs pointed out. Results from the 2009 Program for International Student Assessment, or PISA, indicated that the United
States scored statistically lower than 17 other member nations of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
in math.
In addition, December 2009 marked the beginning of the Race to the Top competition, which offered states points for
incorporating student-achievement data into teacher evaluations.
According to Michelle Exstrom, an education program principal at the National Conference of State Legislatures, Race to the
Top “certainly put the carrot out there” for legislators to make systemic changes to the teaching profession.
But now, despite the fact that the first round of Race to the Top money is no longer on the table, this second wave of states has
kept up—or even bolstered—the teaching reform agenda.
According to Ms. Jacobs, teacher quality was an issue a lot of states had been afraid take on, so “once the ball was rolling in
some states, it continued rolling.” The first group of states to pass legislation “opened the door to show other states that this is
not an immovable subject,” she said.
On the other hand, Ed Muir, the deputy director of the research and information-services department at the American Federation
of Teachers, contended that, for the most part, the new legislation has been driven by budget cuts. The vast majority of states
are facing continued budget shortfalls in the coming fiscal year.
“They’re trying to dress up disinvestment in the guise of shining reform,” Mr. Muir said.
He criticized recent legislation that gives teachers “less input and voice into how their work is structured and less [job] security”
as “very wrong-headed.”

Collaboration, Contention
Recent lawmaking was most publicly divisive in Wisconsin, where Gov. Scott Walker, a Republican, signed legislation stripping
teachers and many other public workers of their collective bargaining rights, sparking massive protests across the state.
But Ms. Exstrom of the NCSL maintains that states like Wisconsin that began their reform efforts with a stab at collective
bargaining may have a harder time passing teacher-related policies down the road.
“In some states, there’s enough political will on one side to make those changes and get legislation through,” she said, “but in
other states where cooperation is needed from the unions, it’s not going to happen.”



Mr. Muir agreed. “If you want to have collaboration and cooperation, the way to do it is to sit at the bargaining table,” he said. “If
you’re taking away people’s rights, you can’t then go back and say, ‘We didn’t get cooperation.’ That’s dishonest and
ridiculous.”
In Illinois, lawmakers took a less contentious approach, engaging in closed-door negotiations with advocacy groups and the
unions. The resulting bill ultimately passed both chambers with ease.
Mr. Muir called that a “better” course of action than what occurred in most states. “We had to make some sacrifices, but overall
the process was much more collaborative,” he said.
The Illinois law differs from other recent legislation in several ways. It puts more specific limitations on collective bargaining,
including—in a section that pertains only to Chicago—requiring at least 75 percent of the union’s members to agree to a work
stoppage for it to occur. And while most states’ new laws toughen tenure statutes, the Illinois law actually accelerates the
tenure process for teachers who receive the highest marks. The Illinois legislation also makes it easier to dismiss ineffective
tenured teachers.
Jonah Edelman, the chief executive officer of Stand for Children, a Portland-based advocacy organization that supported the
Illinois legislation, said that is a substantial change. “This is paradigmatically fundamental stuff in terms of who is teaching
children in Illinois,” he said. “It’s a misunderstanding when people assume that because it was a collaborative process, that
equates to diluted policy.”

Evaluation Trumps
Illinois was part of both the first and second waves of states to pass teaching reforms, having enacted a law in 2010 that
incorporates student achievement into teacher evaluations. According to the NCTQ’s Ms. Jacobs, “The evaluation piece is the
real linchpin in any performance-management system.” All other teacher-related reform, in areas such as tenure, licensure,
professional development, and compensation, are dependent on being able to “consistently and clearly identify who’s effective
and who’s not,” she said.
Eight states in this legislative session alone linked evaluations to student achievement, with most eventually requiring that 50
percent of an evaluation score be based on student data.
Ms. Exstrom of the NCSL said the 50 percent benchmark was a direct result of Race to the Top, but that other states still
considering such changes are “not sure that makes sense. That’s just a percentage put out there by the [U.S.] Department of
Ed., and everybody followed suit.”
While only a handful of state governments are still in session, the legislative momentum on these issues is ongoing. At press
time, both Texas and Michigan were awaiting their governors’ signatures on teacher-related measures. Both states’ legislatures
passed bills that would replace last-in-first-out policies with performance-based layoffs. A series of four bills in Michigan would
give schools more flexibility in dismissing teachers and link student achievement to evaluations. Michigan state Sen. Phil
Pavlov, who chairs the education committee, said in an interview that his state looked to Florida and to Colorado, which passed
the influential Senate Bill 191 last year, as models for their reform legislation.
Stakeholders agree that the weight of the new laws rides on forthcoming regulations. “These are very complex systems a lot of
states are putting in place,” said Ms. Jacobs. While this second wave of states will benefit from looking to the systems of the
early adopters, there is still “lots of training that has to accompany this and lots of new territory with questions that have to be
answered,” she said.
“It’s a really heavy lift. If not done well, jobs are at stake, student success is at stake. Sustainability is tied to the quality of what
gets implemented.”
Assistant Editor Sean Cavanagh contributed to this report.
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FLORIDA NEWS
Charter school jumps from ‘D’ to ‘A’
Miami Herald
By: Christina Veiga
July 11, 2011
http://www.miamiherald.com/2011/07/11/2309320/charter-school-jumps-from-d-to.html
 
Somerset Academy South Homestead Elementary “made magic.”

That’s how teacher Melissa Alvarez describes the charter school’s leap from a state-issued D grade last year, to an A for 2010-
2011. It was the largest grade improvement and highest overall grade of any elementary school in Homestead.

Rather than magic, teachers, parents and students give more likely explanations for the off-the-charts improvement: all the
Saturdays, early mornings and late afternoons worked by every staff member (from the principal to the PE teacher); a shift in
school culture to better respect and understand students; and a newfound focus on data and educational technologies.

“Every child is teachable,” said Assistant Principal Layda Morales. “It’s just making them believe in themselves.”

Until last year, when it was taken over by the for-profit charter company Academica, the school at 300 SE First Dr. was a private
Catholic school. In its first year as a charter school, only 61 percent of students met the reading standards set by the state for
the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test. Only 54 percent met the standard for math.

This year, 74 percent of students met reading standards, and 82 percent met math standards. That means 83 percent of



students improved their reading scores, and 86 percent improved their math scores from last year.

“We weren’t surprised at the A, we were surprised at how high it was,” said Principal Cristina Cruz-Ortiz.

How’d they do it?

Two teachers were fired at the beginning of the year. Cruz-Ortiz showed up before dawn and gave up her lunch period to tutor
struggling students one-on-one. PE teacher Jose Herrera pitched in with physical activities that built on what was being taught in
the classroom — even wearing a shirt that said “BOOM” to teach about onomatopoeia. Morales, the assistant principal, pulled a
group of struggling boys out of their regular classroom, gave them the nickname “math gladiators,” and made math so much fun
that the boys asked to continue tutoring even after FCATs were done.

“There’s nothing we wouldn’t do for them,” Cruz-Ortiz said.

Student Vanycksha Toussaint, who will be going to high school next year, said he was able to pass the FCAT thanks to his
“wonderful” math teachers. Math was his toughest subject.

“I would look at the numbers, and I wouldn’t know what was going on,” he said.

But his teachers would just explain difficult subjects in various ways, usually relating the concept to sports, until Vanycksha
finally got it.

“They make you learn in a way you understand,” he said.

Not only was the teaching different this year, Vanycksha said, but so was the discipline. Vanycksha admits to getting in trouble,
usually for not wearing his uniform properly. But his principal would always take the time to explain why it was important to
dress nicely for school, and treat him with respect.

“It makes me feel like, ‘OK, I got in trouble. But I learned from my mistakes,’ ” he said.

For Ain-Hoa Figueredo, whose daughter attended first grade at Somerset last year, the school’s focus on technology made a
difference. Each classroom has electronic whiteboards, and each child has their own laptop.

Another factor that helped her daughter excel: teachers noticed right away when she struggled at the beginning of the year with
reading.

“She didn’t fall through the cracks,” Figueredo said.

Teachers caught on to her daughter’s struggles quickly in part because the school tracks students’ progress with constant
assessments. They also use data charts, with a master chart in the school office. As a student made gains, or fell behind, staff
would move a magnet with the child’s initials as the student advanced or fell behind.

Still, there’s something else that helped struggling students prevail on this year’s FCAT, Vanycksha said. Everyone at the
school cares.

“They’re always positive here. There’s no negative.”

About his principal, he added: “She loves us.”

(Back to top)

Limited options for Duval transfer students
Florida Times-Union
By: Mary Kelli Palka jacksonville.com Copyright 2011 The Florida Times-Union. All rights reserved. This material may not be
published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
July 11, 2011
http://jacksonville.com/news/metro/2011-07-11/story/limited-options-duval-transfer-students
Duval County schools required to give opportunity scholarships will jump from 6 to 26.
More Duval County students will be eligible to transfer to higher performing schools in the upcoming school year, but they'll have
limited options if they plan to use district-provided transportation.
The number of Duval schools that must offer opportunity scholarships has more than quadrupled because of a change in state
law. Now instead of only repeated-F schools having to offer opportunity scholarships, any school with a D or F and in the lowest
two levels of the state's accountability ratings must offer them.

That brings the number of Duval schools required to offer the scholarships from six last year to 26 for the 2011-12 school year. It
would have been 27 schools, but Paxon Middle School merged with Eugene Butler Middle.

Duval has more schools that must offer the transfer option than any other district in the state.

Last year, 24 schools statewide were required to offer the scholarships. This year, 159 schools must offer them, including four



schools in Putnam County and one school in Baker County. No other Northeast Florida school must offer them.

Districts must notify parents of their children's transfer options by July 25.

The state requires districts to provide transportation to students in struggling schools to an in-district school that received at
least a C grade. But Duval, which in the past offered numerous choices, is only required to provide transportation to one other
school, district leaders said.

The Duval County School Board recently cut transportation to some magnet schools to save money, and board members didn't
think it would be fair to still offer transportation to those same schools for students with opportunity scholarships.

Plus, Superintendent Ed Pratt-Dannals and others have consistently said they believe most students eligible for opportunity
scholarships are best served in their home schools.

"It really is in the best interest of the students," Pratt-Dannals said. "We sent out letters to encourage them to stay home."

Hundreds of Duval County students leaving neighborhood schools, either because of magnet programs or opportunity
scholarships, have taken a toll on the neighborhood schools. Often the schools can offer fewer courses, because they have
fewer students. And the schools often suffer from lower scores on standardized tests as some of their highest-achieving
students choose to leave.

Last year, four high schools, one elementary school and one K-8 school offered opportunity scholarships. For the 2011-12
school year, eight high schools, three middle schools and 15 elementary schools must offer the scholarships.

Last year, the district offered those receiving opportunity scholarships transportation to eight high schools; for the coming school
year, high schools students can only choose one school if they want to use district transportation. If not, they can choose from
nine other schools but must provide their own transportation.

Middle school students choosing to use the scholarships will only have one choice of school to attend, regardless of district-
provided transportation.

Until Monday morning, district leaders thought that students from only two elementary schools would be eligible for the
scholarships. But then the state updated its list of schools falling in the lowest levels of accountability ratings to determine that
15 Duval elementary schools must offer the scholarships. The district is working on a plan for where the students can transfer.

The cost to the district to transport students with opportunity scholarships was about $1.5 million last year, said Paul Soares,
the district's chief officer of operations support. The cost had been expected to drop some because the district was no longer
going to offer the students with scholarships transportation to some magnet schools and because of graduating seniors. But
because students at more schools are eligible for the scholarships, the district expects to continue paying about $1.5 million,
Soares said. That's just an estimate, because the district has no way of knowing yet how many students will take advantage of
the scholarships.

Even though the district was surprised Monday with the addition of 13 elementary schools that must now offer opportunity
scholarships, students at 11 of those schools already had the option of transferring under a different federal program. Soares
said transportation is already available to transfer students to other schools, so he didn't expect the transportation cost to
increase.

Most students already attending other schools on an opportunity scholarship will continue to receive district transportation there.
However, the district is no longer providing transportation to the magnet schools Stanton College Preparatory School, Paxon
School for Advanced Studies and Darnell-Cookman School for the Medical Arts, so the students already in those schools on the
scholarships will receive tokens to use with the Jacksonville Transportation Authority.

The scholarships are only available to students who live in the school's attendance zone or who are placed in a school by the
district for special education purposes. They're not available to students who live outside the area but attend a magnet program
in one of the eligible schools.

Students may not transfer to private schools with the scholarships, but they can choose a public school in another district, if
there's space available and they can transport themselves there.

School Board member Tommy Hazouri is critical of the state's expansion of the use of opportunity scholarships.

"They're just continuing to pile on and really suffocate public education," Hazouri said.

(Back to top)

Principal leads St. Petersburg's Gibbs High School to improved results
St. Petersburg Times
By: Ron Matus
July 12, 2011
http://www.tampabay.com/news/education/k12/principal-leads-st-petersburgs-gibbs-high-school-to-improved-results/1180021



It was the F school. The one with the bad kids and the vandalism and the teachers lining up to leave. ¶ Two years ago, Gibbs
High in St. Petersburg hit rock bottom, becoming the first Pinellas high school to earn an F. But if recent FCAT scores and
graduation rates are any indication, Gibbs is finally getting some traction. In December, it shed its F for a C, and but for a glitch,
would have earned a B. Its graduation rate rose 9 percent last year, and in each of the last two years, it has made some of the
district's biggest FCAT gains.

Superintendent Julie Janssen tasked principal Kevin Gordon with turning the school around. He began work on July 1, 2009 —
about two weeks before the F. He spoke with the St. Petersburg Times about Gibbs' progress and challenges still ahead.

What's the biggest difference between the Gibbs of 2009 and the Gibbs of 2011?

We're not an F. Superficially, what you can see from the outside, that is the biggest difference. Beyond that, the culture of the
school is so different.

Tell me more about that.

There's order. Which I told you last time, the teachers had said discipline was the No. 1 thing that needed to be addressed. And
we did. And it didn't take very long for that to happen. So, after that happened, we began to address instruction, really looking at
what teachers are doing in the classroom. Of course, that takes longer to really change that culture of having higher
expectations for kids, and really wanting to up the rigor of the instruction. In two years, we've done that.

If you could single out one thing that helped change the culture, what would you point to?

I don't know if I could pinpoint one thing. People would tell you that leadership makes the difference. Having a vision. Being able
to communicate that. Then being able to get people to go along with you. I think we were able to do that collectively. Our 'one
band, one sound' mantra. The first year, the mantra for the kids was you're here to get a good education and a high school
diploma. … We took an approach … where an administrator and a guidance counselor are attached to a cohort of kids.

That's different from what it was before?

It's a different look at it. … They're going to track attendance, they're going to track grades, they're going to track discipline. …
And if, through monitoring, we see a student beginning to get off track, we begin looking at what types of interventions we can
put into place. The benefit for the kid is that they have a constant in their administrator and their counselor. They build that
relationship not one year, but over four years.

How much of a difference did the state make? (Gibbs was put under state oversight in 2009.)

I think the state was a big help to us. To really start putting in a sound instructional delivery model and then to have them behind
us, to help push, (to say) okay, these are the things you need to be working on. …

So could you have done this without the state?

I say the state was a pretty key part.

How much difference did having extra time make? (Gibbs lengthened its school day last fall.)

On the surface, it ended up only looking like 30 minutes. But, with going to the block schedule, you gained some time from
passing, so it almost ended up being an extra hour of instruction that we gained. And when you start looking at some of the
data, for math in particular, but when you also start looking at the reading gains, and start looking at some of the gains we
made, a lot of that has to do with the extra time.

Over the past 10 years, the percent of students reading at grade level at Gibbs has ranged from 31 to 36 and the percentage of
black students reading at grade level was 15 percent this year. What do those numbers tell you?

It tells me we still have a lot of work to do.

Last year, Gibbs had 35 teachers request transfers. That's several years in a row the school was at the top or close to the top in
transfer requests. What does it say?

It was a mix. Of voluntary and involuntary. I think that number was probably closer to 40 or 50 that first year. The second year
we had 35 that put in requests. But there are some teachers in that number who put in a request every year. … Some people do
that because of the uncertainty of what's been happening with education. They just want to, if something bad is going to happen,
(say) "I've got my name in and that gives me some options."

Do you have everything you need to get where you want Gibbs to be?

We finally got wireless throughout the whole school. The smart boards are going in. … I like the instant responders. Where the
teacher can electronically do a question, a survey, something tied to the lesson. And the kids will have these instant responders
and they respond to it right there from the seat. And it electronically tallies and gives you instant statistics. … That's part of the
next phase of technology to roll out for the school.

What about parental involvement?



You could always use more parental involvement. … We do have parents who come to school. We do have parents who come
to conferences. We do have parents who come to sporting events and other school functions. We do have all of that. Now, is it
where we'd like to be? No. But we do have involved parents. I think the thing about involved parents for children in poverty is they
have to work, and sometimes they have to work multiple jobs. So sometimes that parent involvement looks like making sure
they get to school every day.

(Back to top)

STATE NEWS
State creates website to educate parents about vouchers
Indianapolis Star
By: Scott Elliott
July 12, 2011
http://www.indystar.com/article/20110712/NEWS04/107120312/State-creates-website-educate-parents-about-vouchers
 
The state Department of Education has created a website to help parents figure out how to receive state money to send their
children to private school -- and whether they qualify.

The website -- www.doe.in.gov/schoolchoice -- includes a list of private schools that have signed up to participate in Indiana's
new voucher program. It also includes charts on income eligibility and how much money parents can expect to receive in a
voucher.

But perhaps the most significant advice from the state is this: Figure out which private school you would like your child to attend
and see that first.

Participating private schools will provide important information, such as the cost of tuition (vouchers will not necessarily cover the
entire cost). They also will explain the school's admissions standards. Just because a parent is eligible to receive a voucher
doesn't mean a particular school will accept the student.

If the private school accepts the student, the school will work with the family to fill out an online application for a voucher and
work with the state to verify eligibility. Money for tuition flows directly to the private school.

Vouchers are reserved for low- and middle-income students who previously attended public schools and who are enrolled in
private schools no later than Sept. 16.

The state voucher program was approved by the legislature in April and begins this school year.

The amount of the voucher depends in part on how much the state would otherwise have to spend for the student to attend
public school -- and that fluctuates from one district to another. It also depends on the size and income of the participating
student's family.

Nearly 80 schools -- mostly Catholic private schools -- have been approved by the state to participate in the voucher program.

A spokesman with the Department of Education said several other schools are still working their way through the approval
process and will be added to the site soon.

For schools, the site offers information about state requirements for curriculum, testing and data reporting, along with a
downloadable application to participate.

Yo McCormick, principal of St. Lawrence Catholic School on Indianapolis' Northeastside, said the school decided to participate
to give more families an opportunity to attend the school even if they face financial barriers.

Vouchers, she hopes, will supplement the school's other scholarships and financial aid for low-income families. She said she
has had 10 to 15 inquiries about the voucher program this summer.

"We know in this economic time many people who would like to send children to religious school can't afford to," she said. "That
includes some of our parishioners."

St. Lawrence will target Hispanic families in particular, she said. The church has a large Hispanic membership, but the school's
Hispanic enrollment is not as large.

"We are looking for people who really want a good education and a Christian Catholic education for their children," she said.
"This is a wonderful opportunity for that."



In addition to the state's website, parents can receive information on the voucher program by going to www.MyChoiceIned.com.
That website is operated by School Choice Indiana. The site includes additional information and resources for parents, as well
as information about companion tax deduction and tax credit programs for Hoosiers who use school choice options.
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Opinion: Classroom gets a virtual shakeup
The Tennessean
By: Terry Leve
July 11, 2011
http://www.tennessean.com/article/20110712/OPINION03/307120002/Classroom-gets-virtual-shakeup
Plan could resolve team-sports issues.
On July 1, 2011, the “Virtual Public Schools Act” became law in Tennessee. Now, for-profit virtual school operators, which are
sponsored by a school district, may open their virtual doors to educate our students.
This means that those seeking alternatives to classroom-based education have an online option. This opportunity may raise
many questions; however, one that is sure to come up sooner rather than later is, will virtual-schooled students be permitted to
participate on brick and mortar schools’ sports teams?
A fair amount of attention has been given to bylaw changes by the Tennessee Secondary School Athletic Association. These
changes now permit home-schooled students to participate in competitive sports. If the spirit of this approach is to allow a
student to take academic courses outside of a traditional school setting, yet participate in TSSAA-sanctioned athletics, what
about students who enroll in virtual school?
While some continue to hash the pros and cons of home and virtual schooling, TSSAA now permits home-schooled students to
play on the school team. The virtual-schooled student’s status is more uncertain. One might argue that TSSAA’s revisions
extend to these student-athletes, but clarity is required if a team wishes to avoid the risk of forfeit.
Is this even a concern yet? Metro Nashville Public Schools has a virtual program in place. Dickson County has an agreement
with Metro that allows that county’s students to participate in Metro’s program. Rutherford County is considering either starting
its own virtual school or working with Metro. Williamson County is looking into a virtual program. So, yes, it is a concern now,
and one I would hope TSSAA promptly considers.
In light of these changes, Williamson County’s school board is reviewing its policies. At present, neither home- nor virtual-
schooled students may participate in WCS extracurricular activities. While the board discusses modifying its policies to
possibly permit participation, community opinions are being shared. The arguments range from “extracurricular programs are for
WCS students” to “as taxpayers, community members have a right to participate.” The most recent considered changes to
board policy are not mutually exclusive to either of these extremes: Both home- and virtual-schooled students would be required
to physically enroll in at least one course at their zoned school, which would then allow them to participate in that school’s
extracurricular activities.
Four of the more common concerns I hear relate to money, discipline, esprit de corps and academic achievement. The “one-
course” idea may be the answer to these particular challenges. First, the WCS proposal would qualify for some level of state
funding. Second, by enrolling in just one class, school administrators could discipline all participants, not just traditional
students. Third, even limited enrollment can foster camaraderie without significantly impacting the essential reasons families
seek alternatives. While, fourth, the state Department of Education is presently deciding how academic achievement and
graduation rates of home-schooled student-athletes should be determined.
As a result of TSSAA’s actions, some districts may permit home-schooled student-athletes to participate in extracurricular
activities. But what of virtual-schooled student-athletes? As a result of the Virtual Public Schools Act, TSSAA must swiftly
address participation by these student-athletes, as well.
Terry Leve represents District 6 on the Williamson County School Board.
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One Candidate Left for Ohio Schools Chief Job
Associated Press
By: Staff
July 11, 2011
http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2011/07/11/441689_ap.html?r=1879165422
 
Columbus, Ohio – A second candidate has stepped aside for the job of state superintendent, leaving just one candidate.
In a letter released Sunday, Reynoldsburg Superintendent Steve Dackin told state Board of Education president Debe Terhar
that he was pulling his name for the job overseeing public instruction in the state after concern was raised about him possibly
leaving his current post.
The move leaves Robert E. Schiller, a Florida-based education consultant and former Illinois state superintendent, as the only
person scheduled for final interviews Monday morning.
Ohio Gov. John Kasich's chief education adviser pulled his name earlier after learning of ethics restrictions.
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Opinion: Competition key in improving schools
Detroit News



By: Editorial Board
July 12, 2011
http://www.detnews.com/article/20110712/OPINION01/107120307/1008/opinion01/Editorial--Competition-key-in-improving-
schools

Close nonperforming charter schools; use care in authorizing new ones.

The challenges of educating children in urban, minority settings such as Detroit are not new. Educators around the country have
struggled with this for years. But one thing seems clear: Creating competition and opening more opportunities for families are
two of the best ways to give kids a chance at a decent education.

The Detroit News reported last week that charter high schools in Detroit aren't performing much better — and in some cases
they are doing worse — than the city's traditional public schools, when looking at test scores. While this raises some concerns,
it should not hamper strides the state has made to open doors for charter schools. In fact, the governor has called for more
flexibility with charters, lifting caps in districts with failing schools.

Critics of charter schools and school choice in general will use these numbers as fodder for their argument that choice really
doesn't make a difference in improving education.

This is shortsighted. Charter schools aren't the answer to fixing education, but they are certainly part of the solution. "We need a
competitive environment," says Doug Ross, who heads New Urban Learning, which manages some of the best charters in
Detroit. The numbers show that children who attend charter elementary and middle schools in Michigan significantly outpace
those who attend other public schools. Charter high schools struggle more, as many of the children have come from poor-
performing public schools.

Comparisons of Detroit schools should be fair. Three of the charters in Detroit, the Covenant House Academies, provide
alternative education for homeless children and others. These schools, authorized by Detroit Public Schools, had some of the
worst scores, but they educate kids who are struggling the most. When general admissions public schools are compared with
similar charter schools, the charters come out ahead.

While there's no excuse for low test scores, other benefits of charters are worth noting. Many of these schools create a culture
that benefits students by uplifting education and encouraging children to stay in school. For instance, charters often have
stronger retention rates than traditional public schools.

Excellence attracts followers. The majority of charters in the state have waiting lists; parents recognize the quality of education
they provide and want what's best for their children.

Yet this hasn't happened to the same extent in Detroit. A number of excellent charters in the city — those with better test
scores than other public schools — don't have waiting lists and are looking for additional students. Take the new University Prep
Science and Math High School as an example. It's a beautiful school with a highly skilled staff, but Superintendent Margaret
Trimer-Hartley is still trying to recruit students. This hints at a bigger problem in Detroit. Too many parents have become
complacent with bad schools.

The charter school community recognizes that it could do better, and it doesn't defend poor performance. Detroit Public Schools
sets the bar low, with a 15 average score on the ACT and low proficiency in major subjects such as reading and math. So if any
charter school is below that threshold, that's a problem.

Charter schools that aren't meeting the conditions of their charter can and should be shut down by their authorizers. A fair
number have lost their charter; since charters were first allowed in 1996, around 50 have closed, according to the Michigan
Department of Education. Authorizers, most of which are public universities, shouldn't shirk from closing poor-performing
charters. And they should only seek operators with proven records of performance.

In the end, what matters is ensuring young people can have a good education, regardless of who governs the school.
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